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Cloning Internet Applications with RubyPackt Publishing, 2010

	Most users on the Internet have a few favorite Internet web applications that they use often and cannot do without. These popular applications often provide essential services that we need even while we don't fully understand its features or how they work. Ruby empowers you to develop your own clones of such applications without much...
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Professional SQL Server 2005 Programming (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2006
Professional SQL Server 2005 Programming shows experienced developers how to master the substantially revamped feature set of the latest release of Microsoft SQL Server. The book begins with a concise overview of the new features of SQL Server that is of interest to experienced developers. This is especially important given the substantial...
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Nginx HTTP ServerPackt Publishing, 2010

	Nginx is a lightweight HTTP server designed for high-traffic websites, with network scalability as primary objective. With the advent of high-speed Internet access, short loading times and fast transfer rates have become a necessity. This free open-source solution will either serve as full replacement of other software such as Apache, or...
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Comebacks: Powerful Lessons from Leaders Who Endured Setbacks and Recaptured Success on Their TermsJossey-Bass, 2010

	Gold Medal Winner, Success and Motivation, 2011 Axiom Business Book Awards


	Insight from leaders who experienced major setbacks and redefined success


	In tough economic times, when careers are derailed and leaders are forced to rewrite their professional plans, this book enlightens and uplifts. Comebacks...
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BizTalk 2010 Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach (Expert's Voice in BizTalk)Apress, 2010

	By the time you’re reading this in a bookstore, BizTalk will have celebrated its tenth birthday. Over the past decade, there have been seven releases of Microsoft’s enterprise integration server, and it has become the most broadly deployed integration middleware technology in the industry, with over 10,000 customers worldwide....
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Programming Microsoft ASP.NET 4Microsoft Press, 2011

	In the fall of 2004, at a popular software conference I realized how all major component
	vendors were advertising their ASP.NET products using a new word—Ajax. Only a few weeks
	later, a brand new module in my popular ASP.NET master class made its debut—using Ajax
	to improve the user experience. At its core, Ajax is a little...
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Perl Medic : Transforming Legacy CodeAddison Wesley, 2004
Bring new power, performance, and scalability to your existing Perl code!
Today's Perl developers spend 60-80% of their time working with existing Perl code. Now, there's a start-to-finish guide to understanding that code, maintaining it, updating it, and refactoring it for maximum performance and reliability. Peter J. Scott, lead author of...
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AngularJSO'Reilly, 2013

	
		I can trace Angular’s beginnings to 2009, on a project called Google Feedback. We’d
	
		gone through months of frustration with our development speed and ability to write
	
		testable code. At around the six month mark, we had around 17,000 lines of front-end
	
		code. At that point, one of the team members, Misko...
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Oracle SQL Tuning Pocket ReferenceO'Reilly, 2001
This book is a quick-reference guide for tuning Oracle SQL. This is not a comprehensive Oracle tuning book.

The purpose of this book is to give you some light reading material on my "real world" tuning experiences and those of my company, Mark Gurry & Associates. We tune many large Oracle sites. Many of those sites, such as...
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Web-to-Host ConnectivityAuerbach Publications, 2000
Nobody can dispute the incredible impact that the Web continues to have on the way in which people work, shop, research, play, and communicate. In the span of just a few short years, enterprises in nearly every industry and market have had to reevaluate the way in which they do business with their business partners and end customers. Having a...
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Oracle 11g Streams Implementer's GuidePackt Publishing, 2010
This Preface and the entire book are a little bit different—and that is by design. Both authors wrote this book understanding that our target audience often does not have time to read a whole book, or the Oracle documentation, from cover to cover. As such, we wrote this book with the idea that the table of contents and headings should tell...
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Using Geochemical Data (To Understand Geological Processes)Cambridge University Press, 2021

	This textbook is a complete rewrite, and expansion of Hugh Rollinson's highly successful 1993 book Using Geochemical Data: Evaluation, Presentation, Interpretation. Rollinson and Pease's new book covers the explosion in geochemical thinking over the past three decades, as new instruments and techniques have come online. It...
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